Congenital nephrotic syndrome of Finnish type: detection of new nephrin mutations and prenatal diagnosis in an Italian family.
Congenital nephrotic syndrome of the Finnish type (CNF) is a rare autosomal recessive disorder, caused by mutations in the NPHS1 gene, coding for nephrin. The aim of this work was to investigate the disease mutations in a CNF Italian family and to perform genetic prenatal diagnosis in the second pregnancy. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and automatic sequence analysis were used to screen the CNF Italian family for NPHS1 mutations. Two novel heterozygous mutations, including a single nucleotide insertion (c.248insA) and a missense mutation (p.S572N), were detected in the proband. Molecular prenatal diagnosis was performed on fetal DNA sample: the fetus resulted compound heterozygous for the same proband mutations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a molecular prenatal diagnosis performed in an Italian family with congenital nephrotic syndrome of Finnish type (CNF). Our findings indicate that, even though CNF is not very common outside Finland, availability and reliability of DNA diagnostics are important issues to confirm the AFP results in prenatal diagnosis.